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Enhancing endpoint protection by preventing vulnerability exploits
Endpoint posture management is a critical component of endpoint security. It helps organizations identify 
vulnerabilities and potential threats to their endpoints, and ensure a consistent security posture across all 
endpoints. 

Harmony Endpoint’s posture management capability, provides automated vulnerability detection, 
prioritization and patching to reduce the risk of a data breach or other security incident and protect your 
organization’s digital assets.

These advanced capabilities are achieved by integrating Ivanti Neurons, an automation vulnerability-
patching platform, into Check Point’s Harmony Endpoint Protection

Harmony Endpoint Posture 
Management 
Automatic Vulnerability Detection & Patching 

Visibility

Scans all your endpoints 
automatically with 

small to no impact on 
performance

Risk Assessment

Provides full visibility  
to all devices’ status & 
risk scores, all in one  

dashboard
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Patch Management

Automatically patches  
vulnerabilities. Activates 

security policies to ensure 
secured work routine
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How does it work?

View all endpoint vulnerabilities within your organization

- Set an automatic scan

- Sort by vulnerability or device

- Generate customized reports  

Asses the risk and prioritize remediation 

- Sort by risk score 

- Focus on the most critical vulnerabilities

- Identify the most vulnerable applications  and machines 

Use policy to automate the patching process
- Define policy for devices containing 
vulnerabilities

- Set automatic patching

 

Optimize endpoint posture management 
Scan and get visibility to view, prioritize and assess vulnerabilities risk automatically patch all 
vulnerabilities.

Part of Harmony Endpoint’s comprehensive security 
Deploy a single Harmony endpoint agent for patch management, threat prevention, EDR, web protection, 
DLP, and threat hunting. Prevent known & Zero-Day attacks across all of your organization’s endpoints 
Learn more about Harmony Endpoint Posture Management sign up for a free demo. 
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